
Redefining electrification 

strategy analysis

“Single or multi speed transmission?”

“Which motor type is best?”

“SiC or IGBT inverter?”

“What is the optimal ratio?”

“How does range vary with cost?”

“What if …?”

What is ePOP?

ePOP is a unique combination of process, toolset and experience. A clean and concise stand-alone user interface enables 

users to perform an early screening of the potential, huge design space for an electrified propulsion system that meet a target 

drive cycle. Define and evaluate hundreds of thousands of powertrain combinations against  cost, efficiency, mass and range in 

a fraction of the time, across multiple vehicle drive cycles, types and segments. Using DSD’s advanced experience or your own 

in-house knowledge, users can objectively narrow down the prime candidates to take forward. This significantly shortens the 

innovation stage of powertrain development, bringing confidence and objectivity to strategies and solutions selected. 

ePOP is a culmination of 3 years of work to help customers get ahead of the curve and answer the burning question: Where do 

we start?

Introducing ePOP – Electrified Powertrain Optimisation Process

Knowing where to start when defining the next generation of electrified powertrains is a complex challenge. Proposing and 

committing to successful future powertrain strategies requires confidence, speed, and a detailed insight into the trade offs. 

ePOP is a fast and powerful offering designed to help you derive a competitive EDU strategy and solution.

Target

Where do we start?

Variables Possibilities Trade Offs

Competitive EDU Solution
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Motor Transmission
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Drive Cycle(s)

Vehicle Attributes

Cost

Efficiency

Mass

Range
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Contact us to book an ePOP Demo:
www.drivesystemdesign.com/contact-us

ePOP works by creating (or importing) and combining efficiency models for each component. This provides an initial cycle 

energy consumption estimation for each unique powertrain combination. Cost models are defined by the user, and 

comprehensive internal algorithms derive mass estimations. Post-processing allows analysis of trade offs among different 

component or system attributes, to select which candidates are proposed for a more detailed concept phase. 

This enables:

• Fast screening of architecture solutions – start in the right place AND objectively demonstrate a competitive edge and insight 

with comprehensive preliminary analysis.

• Objectively investigate attribute trade offs quickly – e.g. performance vs cost.

• Evaluate “headroom” in current configurations’ performance and attributes against the best potential – quantify strategic 

advantages and limitations. 

• Map technology capability walks to future configurations and how they will compare to current performance.

• Build, configure and customise libraries of modular sub-systems to quickly establish optimal powertrain families. 

Introducing ePOP

Accelerate innovation 

phases

Maximise modular 

architecture opportunities

Derive cost effective e-

powertrain solutions 
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